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In announcing his selection of an inaugural
honored and personally pleased that Donna Shalala

d to set the tone for

Education, Dinesh D’Souza quotes Shalala as seeking ‘(a basic transformation of American higher
education in the name of multiculturalism.” If Shalala truly does represent the tone o f the DiBiaggio
presidency, the future is grim.
Working from her contention that ‘(Americansociety is racist and sexist:’ Chan
in 1988, unveiled the infamous “Madison Plan’’ which established quotas for the admissions of
minority students and mandated that the University hire seventy additional minority faculty members
within three years. The university even created scholarships to be granted not on the basis of financial
need, but the ethnicity of the applicant. The quotas created all the usual problems; in o r d e r to meet
its ambitious goals the university had to modulate its admissions standards. As a result, many
affirmative action students found themselves ill-equipped for the University’s workload. In fakt,
though 28 % of University of Wisconsin students fail to graduate, 43% of minorities never receive a
diploma. When one considers that minorities are also included in the “all students” category, the
discrepancy between races become even more distinct. Shalala’s affirmative action clearly d i d nothing
to help minority students, and it undermined the very integrity of a UWM education.
Another tenet of the Madison Plan was the implementation of sensitivity training sessions like
those loathed by Tufts freshmen. The Madison Plan also attached an ethnic studies requirement to the
UWM curriculum, although the institution did not even have a Western Civilization or American
History requirement.
More alarming than Shalala’s commitment to the failed revolutions of affirmative action and
multiculturalism was her implementation of a UWM speech code like that passed (and quickly
overturned) at Tufts in 1990. The code essentially granted the administration a carte blanche to
regulate thought on campus.
When the ACLU took Shalala’s speech code to court, a federal judge found t h a t it violated
students’ First Amendment rights. Shalala, however, perceived the ruling as little more t h a n a setback,
as she and her colleagues returned to the drawing board to draw up new legislation that could evade
constitutional scrutiny. Three years agoPresident Mayer rejected the politically correct ways of Donna
Shalala; it is undoubtedly disconcerting to see her win the praise of our new President.
In announcing Shalala’s selection of inaugural speaker, President DiBiaggio said <‘She
represents the kind of innovative ideas that when combined with a career in public service, effectthe
changes that are most needed in our society. She represents the kind of ideas that Tufts should embrace
in all its research and teaching.” One can only hope that the President’s acclamations a r e only polite,
for if they are sincere, PC activists have reason to celebrate.
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welcomes all letters. We reserve the right to edit or to deny publication to any letter based on its length and
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Letters
Dear Mr. Weinkopf,
In the conclusion of your article, “Greenscam: What ECO doesn’t want you to know about Hydro-Quebec,” you state that development
of the James Bay hydro-electric projects necesarily involves certain trade-offs and sacrifices. You also acknowledge that which is being
sacrificed; namely, the land and the life it sustains, including the indigenous peoples who have inhabited it for 5000 years. None of this
I would disagree with; however, I do disagree with your assertion that the benefits reaped from these projects, “clean” energy for theunited
States and Canada, outweigh the costs to the land and the people of James Bay.
It is clearly a clean source of energy for us. It sounds great - we breath no smog, produce no toxic residues, nor nuclear wastes. The
machines of modern society chug on as if they were running themselves, and all it costs us is a few cents a kilowatt hour. Somebody is
paying the price, but it is paid with the suffering of people and places too far off for us to care about. This is really just one example of
a trend in the United States of becoming ‘cleaner’not by actually reducing our messes, but by shifting the mess onto someone else less able
to resist it, If indeed the sacrifices inherent in our current way of living are worth making, then we should make them ourselves rather than
forcing someone else to do so. I wonder if this development would seem so ’clean’if every major river in the northeast were dammed or
diverted and all of, say, Connecticut were flooded. (Which is an area equivalent to the reservoirs already formed in Phase I).
One’s opinion on the relative ‘cleanliness’of this energy source definitely depends on whose perspective one views it from; however,
there is even some question as to whether it is not also damaging to us in the United States. Emissions of greenhouse gasses are frequently
brought up in discussions on the merits of Hydro-Quebec. Your article emphasizes the statistic that the greenhouse gas emissions of the
hydro-electric projects are a mere one percent of fossil fuel generation; however, this claim is called into serious doubt by the research of
JohnRudd, aCanadian federal governmentresearcher. Thedatagathered thus farfrom afive year study he andothers areconductingindicate
that by inundating peat wetlands slated for flooding in James Bay Phase 11, an equivalent quantity of greenhouse gasses will be emitted as
are released in coal fired plants. In a move that clearly compromises the integrity of the scientific community, Rudd was prohibited at the
last minute from going to New York in 1991 to testify at the New York hearings on the state’s power contracts with Hydro-Quebec, I am
not convinced as you seem to be of the existence of a “greenscam;” but on the other hand, there are quite clearly some things that ‘‘HydroQuebec doesn’t want you to know.”
You acuse ECO of manipulating the plight of the Cree as a tool to achieve our own goals. We in ECO speak for nobody but ourselves
in the stance we take on this issue; however, your article does purport to speak for the Cree. Arguing that the Cree have benefitted greatly
and are prospering as a result of this project suggests that you know better what is good for them than they know themselves. Their position
is quite clear, as it has been since the beginning - and we at Tufts have heard it twice now in person from the Cree themselves: they do not
want these projects on their homelands, As proprietors of the land for 5000 years I think they have more of a right to determine its fate
than the people who put a flag up a couple hundred years ago and signed some papers saying it was theirs.
To my mind the debate should really stop there, but the specious arguments of how these projects have and will improve the lives of
the Cree cannot go unrefuted. The notion that these projects have improved their economy is ludicrous. Has their economy been lagging
for the past 5000 years? No, it is just a different economy than ours; it is not an industrial. capitalistic economy and it cannot be measured
by GI”,unemployment stab or any of the other indices commonly used to measure ours. Does it really boost their economy to hire, as
Hydro-Quebec proudly says it will, 150 people for Phase II? Out of a nation of 11,000that is a pretty high unemployment rate. And is
it really such a great thing that Cree are being taught the skills of industrial workers - that they are graduating from Hydro-Quebec’s schools
to become “electricians, maintenance mechanics, office clerks, and line personnel.” Would you feel grateful to be trained to be “line
personnel?’ All the arguments suggesting that Hydro-Quebec has improved the quality of life of the Cree are in fact arguing that their way
of life has become more like ours. There is a fundamental assumption that our way of life is better - a way of viewing the world that recalls
the once popular doctrine of ‘white man’s burden.’
In supportingHydro-Quebec you are saying that the benefits ‘we‘gain (we being the consumers in southern Quebec and the northeastern
United States that receive the electricity) are worth the price that ‘others’will pay. It is very easy to say that what one is doing is worth the
sacrificesit entails when somebody else is making those sacrifices.
Ben Fischer
ECO Co-chair
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Commentary
Money for Nothing
President Clinton has been pushing his newest econodcplan,

a loan scheme that would allow students to pay back college loans

Clinton would do best to avoid the mess his program will c r e a t e by
forgetting the whole plan.

Riots Revisited

During last year’s Los Angelesriots, a motorcyclist w a s killed
after graduation thsough community service. Always the optimist,
Clinton has extremely high hopes for his new program, introducing while attempting to rescue a friend from impending danger. Matit on the anniversary of the founding of John F. Kennedy’s thew Haines and his nephew, Scott Coleman, who a s s i s t e d i n t h e
international Peace Corps. A test group of 1,000 students will try rescue, were knocked from their motorcycle by a mob a n d s u b s e out theprogramthissummerwithloansofabout$15,000each,and quently beaten. Mr. Haines died from a bullet wound to t h e head,
Clinton has set a goal of 100,000 students who will receive aid in while his nephew was fortunate enough to survive the attack, albeit
1997. Initial funding for the program will begin at $7.4 billion, and with a bullet wound. Last week three men accused of Mr. H a i n e s ’
will continue throughout his four years as demand dictates. Upon murder were acquitted. These three men, Fabian Nixon, 19,B r e n t
graduation, students will work as teachers, police officers, and Jones, 17, and Larry Williams, 24, however, were e a c h c o n v i c t e d
other community service positions at the rate of one year of service of assault and face six-year prison terms. This is a lenient p u n i s h for every two years of tuition assistance.
ment compared with the sentences they would have received had
Clinton’s initial appropriation of $7.4billion allowsthe 250,000 they been convicted of murder.
students that might take part in the program in the first four years
Although the Rodney King caseinvolved police brutality,one
an average stipend of over $29,000 per year, At the exchange rate cannothelpbutnoticethesimilarity between the alleged c r i m e s a n d
of one year of service per two years of college, a student could pay the difference in the response from the public. Both Mr. King and
for four years of education at Tufts with two years of service as a Mr. Haines were removed from their vehicles and beaten unti I they
teacher or police officer-- jobs which do not normally pay even were senseless.WhileMr. King’s Me was spared, Mr. H a i n e s was
$25,000 in thefirstyear.Thesejobsfionethelessrequireagmddea1 not so fortunate. In light of this case one must question t h e reasons
of commitment and training; not everybody can be a good teacher behind the Los Angeles uprisings of last year. The riots c a n n o
or policeman, although Bill Clinton might think so. Clinton’s longer be legitimately interpreted as a protest of the court s y s t e m or
program would unleash a wave of not-necessarily-qualified public policebmtality.Whi1ethebeating of acriminal (Rodney King) and
servants on the country; who will train them and monitor their the subsequent acquittal of the officers resulted in days of rioting,
progress and how much more will that oversight cost? Under the the death of the innocent Mr. Haines and the murder a c q u i t t a l o f h i s
Clinton remission plan, a hypothetical Tufts student could receive attackers elicited no response,
$lOO,OOO by doing $40,000 of work. That leaves the government
The lack of response to the Haines murder suggests t h a t only
$60,000 in the hole, a shortfall that will be passed on to the taxpayer. one explanation exists for the Los Angeles riots: opportunism.
Over four years, the plan will bring anet loss of $3.75 billion on the People saw the chance to pillage a city with little or no d a n g e r of
initial investment. Even a more moderate $15,000 per year per police intervention. The Haines case is a reminder that if A m e r i c a
student would result in a $1.25 billion net loss.
is to avoid violent outbreaks i n the future we must r e - e v a l u a t e the
Beyond the money the country would lose, the tuition remis- L.A. riots in light of their true causes.
sion plan is plagued with secondary problems. The plan will
inundate the country’s educational and social service programs
Capitol Hillary Goes to Court
with graduates who grudgingly commit themselves for a year or
two in order to pay their way to the career they really want. America
A group of doctors and health care policy advocates r e c e n t l y
will see a drop in the quality of its teaching, counseling, and police filed alawsuit against Hillary Clinton protesting the l e g a l i t y ofher
protection when the recipients of government dollars do the bare appointment to the President’s TaskForce on National Health Care
minimum as they tick off the days of their subsidized servitude. Reform. The plaintiffs, headed by the Association of A m e r i c a n
Positionsinvolvingpublic safety and the education ofour country’s Physicians and Surgeons, the American Council for H e a l t h C a r e ,
youth require dedication; it’s better teachers, not more indifferent andtheNationalLega1andpolicy Center, claimthat the task f o r c e ’ s
teachers that this country needs. President Clinton seems to have meetings must remain open to the public in accordance with the
forgotten that America’s poor economy has already created a labor Federal Advisory Committee Act of 1972. The law m a k e s an
glut. Crumbling under mismanagement and financial inefficiency,
exception only forcommitteesmade up entirely offull-time F e d e r a l
our public educational system cannot support more incompetent
employees. Mrs. Clinton’s group, they claim, is thus d i s q u a l i f i e d
teachers and administrators of unclear function on the payroll.How from the exemption since she is not an official g o v e r n m e n t emwill the government decide which students get the loans? Curployee.
rently, the program only covers a small fraction of potential college
Hillary Clinton’s lawyers defended Mrs. Clinton’s appointstudents, but expanding the program to correct this inequity will
ment as a responsibility of her position as First Lady, a d d i n g that
only drop more government money into this welfare sinkhole.
her status as the President’s wife renders her, “the f u n c t i o n a l
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equivalent of a Government employee.” For her to be considered
a government employee, however, would violate an anti-nepotism
law prohibiting Federal officials from appointingclose relatives to
office. Apparently, Hillary believes that as First Lady, she has the
authority to overstep these statutes when they become an inconvenience to her position.
Federa] District court Judge Royce C,Lamberth, a Reagan
appointee, agreed that Mrs. Clinton’s proximity to the President
makes her a useful liaison, but he also suggested that he believed
the Task Force falls under the jurisdiction of the 1972 stipulation.
A ruling on the case is expected by sometime next week. Given the
enormous responsibility of the Task Force, however, denying the
American public access to the
proceedings only raises questions about the ethics of a
committee hell-bent on ending the private nature of our
health ctire system.

Twin Tower Terrorism
Terrorist bombings have
been commonplace for years
inforeign locales such as London, Vienna, and Rome.
When an explosion kills hundreds in Beirut, few Americans even notice. Until last
week Americans have been
safe in the knowledge that
terrorists knew better than to
attackon AmericansoiLPresident Reagan effectively eliminated the prospect of antiAmerican terrorism in 1986
by bombing Libyain response
to an attack on a disco frequented by American GI’s in
Berlin.
Reagan displayed the
leadership necessary to protect the American people-President Clinton must follow the same hard line towards terrorists, If any foreign countries
are found to have even partially supported the attack on the World
Trade Center, the United States must take decisive diplomatic,
economic, and military measures against each of any and all of
them. A terrorist attack in the United States is no less than a
declaration of war. And, while terrorism currently is not considered
a capital offense under American law, even opponents of the death
penalty must concede that an anti-American terrorist is no different
from a soldier in an invading army. In either case, the enemy must
be killed. For the United States to protect itself from violence like

the World Trade Center bombing, it must present the strongest
deterrent possible: the death penalty for domestic terrorist acts and
strong punishment for foreign conspirators.
President Clinton must be willing tocompromise opinion polls
and international perceptions in order to preserve American security at home and abroad. Clinton could learn from his predecessors:
Reagan’s boldness halted aggression, Carter’s timidity induced it.

Good,And Welfare Fares Poorly
The recent hullabaloo revolving around the Good and Welfare
sessions of TCU Senate meetings demonstrates yet again the
pettiness and inefficacy that
characterizeour student government, Good and Welfare
is a time set aside at every
Senate meeting for Senators
to discuss their qualms and
clashingegosofftherecord.
It therefore comes as little
surprise that this is an integral part of every Sunday
meeting.
Several Senators violated the secrecy of this session two weeks ago by revealing the childish antics
that occurred in a recent
meeting. The leak (or leaks)
to the Daily afforded the
campus atlargeaglimpseof
the puerile hijinks that transpire weekly behind closed
doors. The recent episode
merely confirms our suspicion that Senators are more
interested in furthering their
own agendas and padding
their resumCs than actually
serving the Tufts student
body.
There is no sound argument for maintaining a closed session of the Sehate meeting. IF
Senators need to complain they may do so in public, under the
scrutiny of the media. The stated purpose of Good and Welfare was
violated when the Senate granted The Observer a two thousand
dollar stipend during one private session, thwarting any public
opposition to the allocation. It is apparent that Good and Welfare
only serves the Senate and not its constituents. Ending Good and
Welfare will better spread the truth about the individuals that
represent us and end abuses of the private meeting time unfair to all
Tufts students,
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Fortnight in Review
Comedy is allied to Justice.
--Aristophanes
mPresident Clinton recently announced that becauseof his dietary
habits he no longer wants to be called “Commander-in-Chief,” but
“Burger King.”

I[.pIDaily columnist JL McHenry recently lamented the nonexist-

ence of, among other things, Santa Ciaus, the Easter Bunny, and
“rational PRIMARY
SOURCE
writers.” We can sympathize with Miss
McHenry’s sense of loss-- we’re still searching for a funny Daily
columnist.

confusing the cyclist with David Braue, a new P ~ A RSOURCE
Y
staffer. Mr. Perry reportedly breathed a sigh of relief when Mr. Baur
made this distinction,Allowing political differences to interfere with
his duties as Senator, however, is not new for Mr. Perry, who in the
past has shown support for the abolition of this journal on similar
grounds.
AnIdaho youthrecently sentBillClinton a$1000check to help
fund his swell new programs. Now the President won’t have to wait
until April 15th to take the poor lad’s allowance money.

m I n arelated story, an elementary school held a“deficit reduction
bake sale” in order to raise $ IO0 to reduce the national debt. The sale
Rumor has it that Sesame Street’s Ernie is dead. According to was rather successful as parents and students were eager to buy Bill
reports from the Sesame ‘hood Ernie died after being hit by a truck Brownies, Gore Goodies, Chelsea Chocolates, and Tipper Toffee.
or from leukemia. When one considers Ernie’s relationship with his The Hillary Hommos however, did not sell quite as well. Elementary
roomie Bert, however, another disease surfaces as the likely culprit. kids are about the only people who can swallow such unappetizing
treats.
President Clinton has forbidden White House guards from
saluting him. The Commander-in-Chief justifies this ban by claiming that the military greeting causes flashbacks to his ROTC
deferment.
m I n a story so disgusting that even we hesitate to discuss it, the
London Police are currently investigating an eighteen-year-old
man about a series of sexual assaults on some 30 horses (many of
which had to be destroyed as a result). Mr. Ed is expected to be a
key witness for the prosecution.

We recently received the clipping below in our mailbox.
Though we do regret the typo, we are happy to see that our fans read
our issues so closely. Given this critic’s misspelling, however, we
feel she might be wise to take heed of an old saying about glass
houses...

MteHouse perks. Insteaa

Poor ECO. First Bay State voters gave the Greens’ beloved
Question 3 the big boot on election day, and now the Trustees
appear to be unsympathetic to their drum-beating protests of
Hydro-Quebec. We at THEPRIMARY
SOURCE
have an alternative
suggestion as to how ECOcan help improve the environment: tear
down that god-forsaken house and plant some trees.

19Last week all of Chelsea’s friendscame in from Arkansas to

celebrateher thirteenthbirthday. They werejust one person shy from
holding a ping-pong match.

a N o t to be outdone by the veggieheads who will be celebrating
meatout day on March 20, Dining Services will be sponsoring
tasteout on the 21st.
m C o u l d it be that SenateParliamentarian TristramPerry is acting
like the consummate politician once again? In a recent Senate
meeting, Tufts Cycling Club member David Baur, while petitioning
for funding for an upcoming bike race, was interrupted with an
unrelated question. “Are you the same David Baur who wrote the
* recent Daily article criticizing culture houses?’ asked the Senator,
(a strong-supporter and resident of culture housing) apparently
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At first we pondered whether this criticism had come from a
memberofEC0 orthe Young Socialists Club. But then we realized,
to use another cliche, six of one and a half dozen of another..,
Nine Tibetan monks (we’re not making this up) recently
appeared in Boston vowing to clean the harbor (with tea) in a matter
of minutes. The monks’ expediency is to be commended, given that
the Massachusetts Water Resource Authority needs four billion
dollars and fifteen years to complete this same task.

m

If your room is being broken into late one Friday night, don’t
bother calling 627-3030. Tufts’ finest can most easily be reached at

WELL, CONGRATULATIONS! WE’RE RICH!”

Showing absolutely no tolerance for environmental watermelons (green on the outside, red on the inside) a Japanese naval escort
of a uranium-transporting freighter recently rammed a protesting
Greenpeaceship which had triedtoobstnictitspath.Theseas aresafe
once again.
Money talks. The Republic of Liberia has just issued coins to
commemorate the inauguration of President Clinton. The coin,
featuring the President’s visage on one side and the nation’s seal on
the other is currently priced at $39.95 although its silver content
makes it worthonly $3.71.TheLiberians’ pricingsystemreveals an
astute understanding of Clintonomics.

In Minnesota, KCCO-TV reporter Kelly Nelson and her
cameraman Jim Talley have been arrested for purchasing alcohol for
minors. The journalists wanted to shoot footage of an underage
drinking party, and to facilitate the shot purchased two cases of brew
for a local teenager. Nelson and Talley have since been offered
executive positions at NBC News.

TO

better understand the plight of the nation’s disenfranchised,
Hippies fortheHomeless, asplinter group of theLeonard Camichael

Chapter of Delta Lambda Phi, a gay
men’s fraternity, recently conducted
spring semester rush events.In response to thelack of social options
for openly-gay men, the fraternity was created, in the words of,
Chapter vice-president Robert Corwin, “to €ill that gap.”
Due to the embarrassment of recent closed-door squabbles, the
TCU Senate is changing the name of its secret meetings to “Blood
& Warfare.”
A BIG smile, now! Only 1412 more days of the Clinton
Administration!

Four-year-olds want change and are ready to sacrifice, concludes the Clinton administration after the President surprisingly
beat “Winnie the Pooh” in last Saturday morning’s Nielsen ratings.
We at THEPRIMARY
SOURCE
feel a more logical conclusion is that the
tykes were simply unable to distinguish between the two broadcasts.
According to arccent Boston Globe article, March 7th has been
declared “International Women’s Day,” and the entire month of
March is now “Women’; History/Herstory Month.” We at THE
PRIMAI~Y
SOURCE suggest that this hersterical hersterectomy is heresy.
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uzzy, Cute, and Edible
Greg Gilman
T h e book of Genesis tells the story of the
creation of the universe. God created the
heavens and the earth in six days, and on the
seventh day He rested. After God created
man in His own image, H e then gave him
dominion“over the fishes of the sea, and the
fowls of the air, and the beasts, and the whole
earth, and evcreature that
the earth,” If

also inhabit our planet. Animals cannot understand treaties or negotiations, so it is not
possible to come to an agreement that “the
other will or will not do a given act.” Again,
the same conclusion: animals have no rights.
Interesting, isn’t it, as noted by radio
talk show host Rush Limbaugh, that groups
such as PETA and other environmentallyoriented organizations call for
the “humane”
treatment of

“animale”
treatment of
animals?Could
this be because
more or less the same: only the strongest they realize that animals do not treat each
survive, and man is at the top of the food other well at all, but rather try to kill their
chain. At the most primitive level, the ulti- adversaries? There is some validity to argumate goal of life is to reproduce so that the ments that call for the preservation of endanspecies might continue toexist. To survivein gered species. From a Darwinist perspeca dog-eat-dog world, where only the fittest tive, hunting a species into extinction might
survive,one must overcome his adversaries, inadvertently eliminatea species which could
somehow benefit us at some time in the
destroying those who seek to destroy him.
Human supremacy is made manifest by future. Within the Creationist
theconstruction of society and entrance into framework, the placement of
social contracts with other men so that they man above all other species
might peacefully co-exist and avoid a kill- did not license him to utterly
or-be-killed situation. The invention of soci- destroy them; other living
ety allowed the human species to progress things are also God’s work.
from its primitive state. Man now has amazBeyond the case for presing stores of knowledge on all subjects, ervation of species, the botincredible works of art, and, unlike every tom line is animals have no
other living thing, self-understanding, Man rights, not even to life. You
knows that he is alive and that someday he may recall that recently the
will die. Without doubt, man is the supreme dining halls were leafleted
earthly creature.
with propagandadetailing the
That is why, when animal rights activists horrors of the fur industry.
claim animals have rights, I laugh out loud. (Fine meal timereadingwasn’ t
Webster’s Dictionaiy defines a right as “A it?) The cards demanded the cessation of the
power or privilege vested in a person by the needless slaughter of animals. I argue that it
law to demand action or forbearance at the is not needless. People wear these animill
hands of another.Alegally-enforceableclaim furs as 8 source of warmth and protection
against another that the other will or will not from the elements. Fur helps humans survive
do a given act.”Included in the term “right” the cold. Since theDarwinian view is that the
is bothan understanding ofanagreement and fittest shall survive, what is wrong with
the ability to assert a claim. Since animals humans exploiting available resources to
can doneither, by definition, then, they have better their odds, and make a fashion stateno rights. The same is true of any conflict ment? Absolutely nothing.
between humans and the lesser species that
The same argument applies to theuseof

ation in favor
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animals in medical research. Although a c tivists scream that this is excessive exploitation of animals for our own purposes, it is
really nothing more than use of all available
resources in the evolutionary race. Themessage from animal rights radicals appears to
be “better that these animals shouldlive t h a n
we should benefitfrom them,”sincethey are
so willing to sacrifice medical progress in
order to savelaboratoryrats. I’dlove to k n o w
what they think each time a drug developed
through animal research saves their whining
little lives. They might also be interested to
know that animal research has increased
their life expectancy by more than 25 years.
Both theories on the origin of species
agree that man is dominant. As the dominant
species, we hold a proprietary guardianship
over the subordinate species in our ecosystem. This is not to say that we shouldn’t t r e a t
animals humanely, or that we should kill o r
torture them for no purpose. It is reasonable
to use animals for food, clothing, and medical research, but unfounded cruelty, for
cruelty’s sake alone, is reprehensible. This
proprietary guardianship gives mankind every right to use animals for
our own ends, with an implicit responsibility for t h e
preservation of other species, as well as our o w n .
Perhaps the best way topreserve an endangered a n i m a l
is private, human ownership. Nobody wants to see
the familypoodledestroyed,
and one of the tenets m e n
live by in this society is the
righttoown andprotecttheir
property. Once animals b e come property, then they d o
have legal rights, but only the same protection accorded to all other property. They n o
more have rights in and of themselves t h a n
does, say, a car. The very meaning of the
word right excludes animals from possessing them.
Mr. Gilman is a freshman majoring in
Politocal Science and Economics.
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Spike Spea
J a p e Wellman

ISpike
waited for two hours in the cold to see
Lee, due to the Programming Board’s

inefficient ticket distribution techniques.
While they did well by bringing the eelebrated actof/director to campus, they
grossly underestimated Lee’s popuIarity. A line formed at 5:30 in the
Campus Center for tickets due to be
given out at 9:OO.Distribution began

insteadat *:O0
out of the Campus Center, past the
bookstore, and around the corner to
Metcalf Hall. Concerns that the
crowds would pose a fire hazard
forced the campus police to redirect
the line outside. Even so, nearly 1000people
stood outside in sub-zero temperatures for
hours. Perhaps in the future, tickets could be
distributed at Jackson Gym, or distribution
could be conducted through the campus and
Medford mail.
I must admit that I was fairly excited to
finally see the man that had attracted comments of mixed dispositions,both nationally
and oncampus.Leeis denouncedsometimes
as a racist and other times revered as a rolemodel. Esquire magazine, for instance,
printed an article called “Spike Lee Hates
Your Cracker Ass.” Beyond the notoriety
surrounding his work, Mr. Lee’s concrete
accomplishments in film prove that bIack
men from Brooklyn can crack the “glass
ceiling of white, corporate America.” Spike
Lee, when interviewed, is an intimidating
man whodoesn’tdirectlyrevealmuch about
the private being beneath the Crooklyn hat
and Champion socks. It is a credit to Spike
Lee to have become so successful in such a
competitive business at such a young age,
but on his way up his ideology has developed
a few quirks.
Mr. Lee took the stage after a nine
minute delay and a quick word by Programming Board head Ken Jackman. He spoke
about the direction, the script, and the budgeting of Malcolm X as well as past endeavors of his career. In comments upon the life
andheath of Malcolm X and the involvement of the Nation of Islam in Malcolm’s
death, Lee curiously said that the Nation of
Islam killed Malcolm X. This renders sus-

pect Lee’s admitted association with Louis
Farrakhan,presently the leaderofthe radical
Nation and a Hitler devotee. Why would a
man who SO reveres Malcolm X fraternize
with members of theorganization that killed

him?I askedMr. Lee this question during the
press conference immediately following his
speech and his answer was cryptic. ‘1think
it was individuals who killed him.” Lee’s
response contradicted his previous comments
and the message of his movie. He justified
his associationwith theNation casually “...but
at thesame time theNation of Islam, they’ve

done security for my films from Do The
Right Thing up to Malcolm X.”He contends
that certain members of the Nation acted on
theirown and thus,theNationcannot beheld
responsible for the actions of certain members. There are two problems with this argument.
The first is that Lee’s film clearly portrays the murder as an act of the Nation and

does not differentiate between one mankilling Malcolm X and 20. The movie suggests
F.B.I. and C.I.A.involvement in the assassination, but Lee in his speech clearly said that
“They [the Nation] were responsible for his
assassination despite the fact that they
were infiltrated by the CIA...”
Secondly, Lee’s claim that the Nation cannot be held responsible for
the actions of certain members simply contradicts parts of his own lecture. He
during his speech
that “If you go back and read issues
of Mohammed Speaks [the official
newsletter of the Nation of Islam]
fromthe timeMalcolmsplit with the
Nation to the period prior to the assassination, every weeksomeone was calling for the
head of Malcolm X . The lead editorials say
’MalcolmX’s tongueshouldbecutout [and]
put on a silver platter..”’ Undoubtedly this
indicates thatthe Nation supported theelimination of Malcolm X.
Another curious co‘mment Lee made
was that the L.A. riots were an “uprising.”
He said that “anger had to be vented.” Does
anger include looting stores? Of course not.
In essence, Lee is saying that African-American communities all over the United States
couldn’t help but bedestructive, and that this
behavior should be encouraged because a
“great injustice was felt.” People can be
angry withoutpulling truck drivers out of the
cabs of their rigs and beating them to apulp.
People can be angry without putting store
owners out of business. People can be angry
without causing inass destruction, no matter
which race they belong to.
Spike Lee supports the notion that the
AIDS virus is “something that was concocted in laboratories.” He contends that the
disease was released by the U.S. government
to kill blacks and homosexuals, hence its
migration from Africato therest oftheworld
and the rapid spread of the disease among
homosexual men. Mr. Lee says in support of
his claim, “I feel that this virus popped out of
the air and all of a sudden it’s wiping everything out, it’s unbelievable.”The illogic and

PZease see “Spike,” on p.20
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Quayle Season is
Scott Babcock
is the most effective vice president I’ve
ever seen... on policy. I know‘it’s an utter
o v e r the four y e u s of the Bush adminiscontradiction to his general public image,
tration the liberal media tried to convince the
but there’s a difference between f o r m and
American people that Dan Quayle was an
substance. All that is golden doesn’t glitinept fool. The American public in it’s
ter.:’
typical fashion, believedwhatever misinforWhile America chuckled at his mismation it was spoon-fed by
spelling
ofpotato, according to IndianaGOP
the press. The truth of the
the
Democratic
Congress
Chairman
Rex Early, Quayle’s Council on
matter, however is that Dan
Competitiveness
“received rave reviews as
Quayleisavery ablepolitifeared the power
of [Quayle’s]
far
as
conservatives
are concerned.” The
cian who worked with teregulation slashing Council on
council was the highlight of his term as Vice
nacity, perseverance and
President. The council so touted b y conserskill to bring about change
CompetiVeneSS.
vatives was feared by Democratic legislators
in the programs that meant
I
and fringe lobbyists alike for the power it
something to him. WhileDan
Quayle may not be the best public speaker to policy, the environment, and moral issues. wielded.
The council of top government conserhave held the office of Vice-president, his While the liberal media had the country
laughing
at
his
supposed
ineptitude,
the
vatives,
selected by Quayle himself, was
diligence and sincerity are worthy of praise.
Democratic
Congress
feared
the
power
of
created
by
Bush to cut bureaucratic red tape.
Quayle has been a right wing conservative ever since he first entered the political his regulation slashing Council on Competi- Thecouncil was instrumental in getting new
medical treatments, such as the A I D S drug
arena in Indiana in 1976. He has always tiveness.
It is most likely that it was those sincere DDC, to the public faster, More controverremained true to these values, as aRepresentative, a Senator, and Vice President. He
sially, the council was responsible for the
has demonstrated both in speech and in
redefinition of wetlands,resuIting in conaction his willingness to further the causes
siderable protest from environmental
of conservatism in America. It was his
extremists. Not surprisingly, one of AI
conservatism, in fact, in addition to youth
Gore’s first actions as Vice President
and legislative success, that prompted the
was the disbanding of the council.
verymoderate GeorgeBush toselect himas
Yet despite his success, the media took
a running mate in 1988.
advantage of Quayle’s tendency to slip
Even Newsweek magazine conceded
his words and attacked his character in a
that, “While Quayle’s political savvy is not
veiled attempt to undermine his policies.
commonly acknowledged outside the
To an extent his public speaking errors
Beltway, the insiders know better ... [as
can be blamed on a combination of his
Vice President] Quayle was a clever and
aggression, inexperience and lack of
ambitious politician [who] surroundedhimspeech training. The media neglected,
self with a strong staff; a bright, young,’ values that made Quayle the target of the however, to comnlent o n the marked imideological group who ...kept the veep sup- Americanpress. Theliberal eliteopposes his provement in his public demeanor as demonplied with ideas from their reform-conserva- support of traditional American family val- strated in the Vice Presidential debate. Furtiveagenda.”The mediaignores his political ues instead ofsocalled ‘alternativelifestyles.’ thermore, his speech at the Republican Nacontributions and concentrates exclusively Quayle’s view of the family as voiced in the tional Convention was inspiring and his conon his gaffes. Many of these blunders are Republican National Convention, as well as cession speech after the election was elotaken out of context, such as the well known his religious beliefs, and his tendency to quent and graceful.
Latin American comment and the infamous court the religious right irk the left. His
Quayle fights on. “The gap between us
potato incident. In the case of the former, strong support of deregulation makes him a and our opponents is a cultural divide. It is a
Quayle was joking, and in the case of the target of liberaleconomists and union lobby- difference between fighting for what is right
latter, the V.P. was given a misspelled cue ists alike. Instead of attacking Quayle be- and refusing to see what is wrong,” he said in
card to work from.
cause of his ideology, however the media his acceptance speech at the GOP national
Dan Quayle has strong beliefs on many should applaud him for his success in imple- convention. Quaylerepresents agreeat deal to
issues important to America today, He is menting it.
dany Americans. It is for this reason that the
strongly pro-life and sees the corruption of
According to HeritageFoundation policy
American values as an atrocity. He is ex- analyst Robert Rector, “Ironically, [Quayle]
Please see “Quayle,”p.20
tremely dedicated to helping Republican
candidates at all levels financially.His Council on Competitivenessreduced government
over-regulation of business. Dan Quayle has
taken a strong role in the issues of space
research, foreign policy towards Asia, tax
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Ozone Man
David Braue
T h e past several months have seen the
election of. the Clinton-Gore team to the
highest offices in the country, and poor Bill
has taken flak from just about everybody as
he tries to take the reins of the riotous
democracy that George has handed over.
The trouble Bill has been getting himself
into has by and large masked the rest of his
administration, including the never-obtrus h e Vice President, Albert Gore, Jr. Just as
Vice Presidents so often do, Gore has taken
a backseat toClinton’s White House battles,
and for all the presence he exudes they might
as well throh him into the trunk. However,
because of the Constitution and some other
technicalities of government, Gore holds a
very important position in the Clinton administration. The extent of many people’s
knowledge about Gore is that he is “the
environmental one.” While this is accurate
in the way that Richard Nixon was “that
lying politician,” people might like to know
just alittle bit more about the latest occupant
of the most notoriously-useless position in
government.
The son of Tennessee Senator Albert
Gore, AI Junior grew up somewhere between his countryside hometown of Carthage,
Tennessee, and the cosmopolitan ruckus of
Washington, D.C. political life. Gore attended the exclusive St. Alban’s Episcopal
School for Boys in Washington, where he
began a trend of preppiness that would eventually land him where many politicians seem
to fester: the Ivy League. A cum laude
graduate of Harvard in 1969,Gore faced his
first great moral challenge when his number
was drawn in the Vietnam lottery. While
Dan Quayle was busy getting his parents to
keep himoutofAsiaandBillClintonwasnot
inhaling in Oxford, A1 revealed his inherent
unsuitability for a life of politics when his
moralsmadehimdecidetoserve; hecouldn’t
bear the thought that somebody else would
have to take his place. The valiant Gore
never saw battle, but instead pushed papers
as a reporter stationed outside of Saigon,
where he wrote about the clay-lime paving
technique used in the Mekong Delta (“the
first step is the acquisition of rice paddies”)
and other such tasty tidbits. When his tour

ended, Gorereturned to Americain 1971and American government.
became a reporter, where he put his good
As he entered the Eighties, Gore bemoral sense to work exposing several cor- camedistinguished in both his knowledge of
rupt Tennessee politicians. Gore went to environmental issues and his concern over
divinity school “to study the spiritual issues nuclear proliferation. This concern did not
that were most important to [him] at that comequickly; headmits that in his first term,
time.” As an
he gave no more
intelligent
I than fifteen minthought to
person who
The early-verified presence of
seemed
the issue. As the
Gore’s morals suggest that he
nuclear issue
genuinelyinterested in
learning
about the

I’

I

might
have been better suited
for the clergy.

..

world around
him, Goremadethe wisechoiceat Vanderbilt
Law School that he would never enter politics.
The early-verified presence of Gore’s
morals suggest that he might have been
better suited for the clergy, perhaps, or as a
college professor. But despite his enormous

potential, something in AI’S resistance
snapped. While his determination to learn
and his education gave him potential to
succeed in any endeavor he ‘might have
undertaken, Gore decided to follow his
father’sfootsteps to Washington.Buoyed by
name recognition, this “distinguishedgentleman” won the 1976Senatorial election and
waded his way into the political cesspool of

I
1

I

moved into the’
mainstream,
however, Gore
needed to take a
stance.Tohiscredit, hedidnotjump toquick
conclusions about theissue basedon his own
personal biases. To make the most informed
decision he could, Gore actually sat down
and read about the subject, studying eight
hours a week for over a year and eventually
attaining enoughinformationthat his knowledge even impressed nuclear engineers with
whom he talked.
While Gore took pains to remind Washington of the dangers of the MAD (Mutually
Assured Destruction) Doctrine [which says
that the superpowers will never attack each
other because nuclear weapons guarantee
mutual annihilation], he has often supported
controversial weapons programs, repeatedly
voting in support of the mobile MX nuclear
missile and the ill-fated and cost-ineffective
B-2 bomber. Gore’s position on the issue
was typically middle-of-the-road: while he
believed in the need for nuclear reductions,
he warned against a complete freeze on
nuclear weapons, arguing that such a motion
would have created a nuclear imbalance in
favor of the Soviet Union. Given the reduced
Soviet threat of the late eighties, however,
whydidGoresupport theB-2bomber, which
costs in excess of $750 million per plane? As
a purported expert on the nuclear issue, he
should have recognized theB-2 as a financial
black hole. Perhaps he supported the B-2 as
a compromise while championing his own
cause, the cutting of multi-warhead intercontinental ballistic

Continued on next page
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advocate deficit reduction through
the elimination of waste, Gore’s approm1 of the B-2 demands serious
questioning.
. Gore is best-known as an unfailing supporter of environmental
causes, earning him the nickname
book Earth in the Balance: Ecology and the
Human Spirit is a textbook account of the
damage that we as a species havedone to our
planet. Studyingthe ozonelayerholes across
the earth, Gore travelled to experience them
first-hand, and perhaps to get a nice tan en
route. He has been to both the North and
South Poles, and speaks intelligently of the
problems of rain-forest elimination, strip
mining, global warming, and any of a hundred other things that worry him about the
environment.
Instrumental in exposing the contamination at atoxicdump sitenearMemphis and
in Love Canal, New York, Gore eventually
helped enact the “Superfund” legislation
with the idealistic goal of cleaning up toxic
waste spills, The term “ideal” takes on new
meaning in Washington, however; in the ten
years sinceits creation,mostof the Superfund
money has paid not for toxic cleanup but has
been wasted in endlessly bureaucratic legal
and legislative battles. Superfund stands as
one of the most exorbitant wastes of government money in recent memory, and as an
instrumental player initsestablishment, Gore
needs to examine his role in its foundation.
While Gore is replete with technical knowledge, his solutionsto problems arevague and
ineffective, if they exist at all. Superfund
stands as a distressing monument to the
impracticability of Gore’s radical environmental initiatives.
The Vice President’s concern for the
environment no doubt stems from his rural
Tennesseehometown. Goreowns 88acresin
Carthage, a mostly agricultural town in central Tennessee, where his father also owns
over 250 acres. As a tobacco farmer, A1 Gore
experienced first-hand the perils of environmental degradation. The residents of this

Gore sadly suffers from the fiscal
irrationality that has paralyzed
the entire country.
resources suggests a double-standard in his
environmentalconcerns.Gorereceives about
$20,00Oayearfromthecompany, an amount
substantiallyhigherthan manyothercarthage
residents; he says his father negotiated a
lucky contract with the initial controller of
mining interests in the area. Perhaps the
Union Zinc royalties have predicated him to
supporting large corporations, evidenced by
his successful fight against attempts to break
up the Tennessee Valley Authority. Gore’s
sanctioning of the exploitation of the earth’s
resources seems painfully hypocritical. His
Earth in the Balance makes no reference to
strip mining or mining in general; is he only
concerned with what’s happening to the
earth if he doesn’t profit from it?
Despite his avowed concern for the
environment, Gore seems painfully unconcerned with the things living on the planet.
No bunny hugger, Gore voted against a 1990
bill that would require the government to
“modernize the testing of products containing hazardous substance,to ban federal agencies’ acceptingLD-50labtest results [inLD50 tests, scientists establish fatality rates for
experimental substances by increasing the
dosage of a substance until it kills fifty
percent of the animals tested], and to require
federal oversight of lab animal testing.”
Gore also equivocated when asked last August if he would support the introduction of
a recycling program like that in Germany,
where manufacturers are required by law to
use recyclable packaging or take the responsibility for waste disposal. The Vice
President’s dedication to certain environmental issues and his disregard for others
casts alargeshadowofdoubtoverhissincerity.
Gore has also proposed SEI, the Strate-
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grams, and worldwide enforcement.
He urges massive replantation programs, the support of Third-World
agricultural economies, a n d development of new energy sources which do
not produce excessive amounts of
carbon dioxide. Gore envisions a fu-

energy, a clean source of power that is
notoriously difficult to harness in a n y practical quantities. While he speaks of “[tlhe
promiseof large profits in amarket certain to
emerge as older technologies are phased
out,” Gore makes no mention of the huge
financial cost of such wide-spread reforms.
It is hard to imagine any c o m p a n y making
“large profits” after investing countless millions of dollars in his ideas; more likely, they
would be staggering to recoup their tremendous capital investment-- investment which
Gore’s policy would mandate as old technologies are banned,
Gore sadly suffers from the fiscal irrationality that has paralyzed the e n t i r e country. Oneofhispetprojectsis theconstruction
of anational system of fiberoptic comrnunications lines that would allow t h e free exchange of information throughout the country; he apparently assumes that t h e cost of
such improvements would be b o r n e by vnrious private enterprises. The governmentcertainly can’t afford it right now. T h i s is whcre
his deficiencies asasocialplanner come into
question,
Another of Gore’s greatest embnrrassments is his wife. Tipper gained notoriety in
the late Eighties spearheading the Parents’
Music Resource Center (PMRC), which in
the past went to court to prove that Twisted
Sister had put Satanic lyrics in its songs.
Anybody who actually listened t o Twistctl
Sister would know they’re not intelligent
enough to think of putting Satanisms in
between the verses of ‘‘We’re Not Gonna
Take It.” Mrs. Gore embodies the political
thoughtcontrol that instantly brings the words

Please see ”Gore, “ p . 2 0

What Chutzpa
Steve Seltzer

thesettlementoftheWestBank,Gaza
Strip, and Golan Heights. The threats
toIsrael’s national security are manyfold, as it is surrounded by hostile
nations. It has for twenty years, however, also met an internal opposition,
particularly from the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) which

bilized themselves, taking an
anti -semi t i c
stance. TheIslamic fundamentalists, particularly the group
known as Hamas, are a fledgling unit but feel that they have
gained somegroundon thePLO
as the predominant Palestinian
resistance force. Members of
the PLO even acknowledge
their rivals’ ascendancy.
Ghassan Khatib, a Palestinian
delegate to the Middle East
PeaceTalks recently said “The
balance is shifting rapidly to
[Hamas] and away from [the
PLO].” While this tipping of
the scales is disturbing (especially since Hamas supports the use of terrorism-- a former practice of the PLO which it
has since renounced), it is by no means
reflective ofthe overall Palestinian mindset.
Most Palestinians do indeed support the
courseofaction taken by thePLO. Nevertheless, Hamas should certainIy not be taken
lightly,
The emergence of Hamas could possibly destroy the nascent Arab-Israeli peace
talks, and therefore merits careful consider-

The emergence Of Hamas
possibly destroy the nascentArabIsraeli peace talks...

surprised its allies in the West. After
interrogating an Arab-American
prisoner, Israeli officials concluded
that Hamas is not commanded and
controlled from the West Bank or
Tehran, but from an office in suburban Virginia. Israel’s accusation has
been takenseriously by United States

u n waver i ng

exception of its unflagging support of terrorism and its desire to annihilate the Jewish
state in order to clear the way for the creation
of a pan-Arab union.
How has Israel dealt with this new fanatical contingent? On December 17,1992,
the Israeli government took action against
Hamas by jailing 1,000Islamic activists and
deporting 415 others to Southern Lebanon,
where, because the Lebanese government
refuses to take themin, they remain stranded.

major actions against Israel, The only Israeli
explanation for the deportations is that. it
sought to preemptively deal with a possible
risk-- such an explanation is not well received byeitherthePalestinian peopleorthe
globalcommunity. Even thePLO, despiteits
recent conciliatory actions, will not tolerate
such decisively anti-Palestinian measures

Please see “Chutzpa, ‘I on p.22
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“Quayle,“fromp.16
media is afraid to tell the American public
about the true Dan Quayle. The media is
more than content to see Quayle go down in
history as an incompetent fool while those
who take the time to see what he has done
realize that thereis alot more toDan Quayle
than his public image.
“Quayle is smart, he’s quick, he’s interested in ideas, he’s forwardlooking, he’s got
intellectual courage,” says Richard Darman,
formerdirector of the OfficeofManagement
and Budget of the Hill. Dan Quayle’s excellent political record speaks out against his
media-created reputation as incompetent.
We should wonder why the liberal press and
Democratic Congress feared this young, tenacious, aggressive conservative from Indiana. Upon looking at his record as Vice
President, one can reahelhat it is Quayle’s
skill and his power and ability to undermine
Democratic and fringe efforts in Congress
that was the true dangertoliberals in America.
Mr. Babcock is a freshman majoring in
International Relations and Asian Studies.

“Spike,‘ I from p.15

Jersey: taking away the cars won’t solve the
problem,
the kids will just find some other
lack of research evident behind this belief
outlet
to
delinquency.
are laughable and undermine his credibility
He also applauded Korean success in
as a thoughtful film maker.
Mr. Lee did not detail Malcolm x’s small business. He asserted that the Korean
anti-Semitic behavior in his movie because family unit makes them so successful and
hebelieves that anti-semitism"is not amajor that black families don’t have this unity in
part of who [Malcolm XI is.” Malcolm X is the inner city. H e believes that Koreans
notorious for anti-Jewish statements such as should be commended for doing the work to
“We don’t want to have anything to do with make a business successful rather than critia race of dogs.” His comments place him in cized for initiative. The sincerity of his supthe same category as David Duke, Joseph port for Korean families, however, is dubiGoebbels, and Adolf Hitler. To omit the ous given his refusal to condemn the vioracist side of Duke, Goebbels, and Hitler lence of the L.A. riots, much of which was
would be “historically inaccurate.” Ask Spike directed at Korean immigrants.
SpikeLee’s movies are unquestionably
Lee why Malcolm X s racist side is left out
of the movie, and he cites movie length a commercial success. Brave treatment of
restraints. In a three and a half-hour film, a difficult social issues makes Lee’s films as
comment or two really would not make thought-provoking as they are controversial.
However, repeated contradictions between
much difference,
Despite these remarks, Mr. Lee made his works and his real-lifecomments weaken
some rational points that I agreed with. For the force of his message to his target audiinstance, when asked if expensive items like ence, the idealistic youth of urban America.
sneakers and jackets promote playground
Miss Wellman is ‘afreshman majoring in
violence, he replied that the problem is not
International Relations.
the item, but rather the attitude of the kids.
He likened this situation to car theft in New

pletely laissez-faire approach on the one
hand or an outright and total ban on the other
“Gore, ‘ I from p . 18
extreme.” Gore once wrote a constituent a
letter in which he admitted that abortion is
“First Amendment” to any American’s lips. “arguably the taking of a life;” is he, then,
While apparently motivated by a sincere hypocritically supporting his party platform
desire to fight the social decadence that she while masking his true beliefs? Or is he
claims groups like Twisted Sister and Black softening his own beliefs to please his conSabbath support, the political implications servativeconstituents? Gore’sfailureto comof Mrs. Gore’s moralistic demands are remi- mit on the abortion issue indicates apatently
niscent of the curious “family values” plat- political motive.
form Bush adopted last year. As a wife to the
Gore’srecordincongress demonstrates
idealistic AI, Tipper has no doubt picked up that he is more than a little bit out of touch
(or perhaps given him) a naive idealism with reality. His voting record on domestic
which fails to take into account many prac- policy was characteristically inconsistent,
tical and political consequences of her ac- Gore was among the minority of Democrats
tion; in the PMRC case, Tipper failed to who voted to table (a Senate euphemism for
consider the insanity of her accusations, and “trash”) a proposal which would have dithus mndeamockery ofherself.Theideathat verted $400 million of SDI research money
Tipper is simply naive is no far stretch; she to social programs for pregnant mothers,
once claimed that “in Congress, you’re cap- drug treatment, and veterans’ health. He
tain of your own ship.” Interestingconcept. justifies the SDI program in Earth in the
While he is not opposed to abortion, Balance for the ground-breaking military
Gore does not support federal fundingfor the applications its research has brought about,
procedure. “There is a need for legislation,” but forgets that SDI has swallowed billions
he once said, “but I don’t think that we of taxpayer dollars since its inception. In
should be forced to choose between a com-
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1991Gorevoted tosupporttheimpositionof

capital punishment for drug-related homicides in Washington, D.C., yet curiously the
next day voted against mandatory instant
background checks of prospective handgun
purchasers. As with his environmental concerns, Gore is quick to acknowledge a problem but slow to offer any meaningful solutions.
While President Clinton currently
struggles to reduce the staggering national
debt, Gore fervently pushes for the radical
expansion of the country’s information networks and environmental policies, expansion that simply cannot come without a
substantial spending increase. Gore’s vision
is admirable, but his failure to consider the
realistic implications o f his plans suggests he
is either painfully naive or politically motivated toplease everyone wi th idealistic panaceas. If the former is the case, we cannot help
but be glad that h e is in the “dead end” job of
Vice President; if the latter, then Gore is
guilty of the political flip-flopping typical of
all too many politicians.
Mr. Braue is a j u n i o r majoring in English.

oucault an

e htellectuals

David Mollow

1
wonderifanyone has noticedhow quickly
today’s intellectuals have forgotten about

Communism. It is certainly pleasant to let
the greatest horror of the twentieth century
plummet into the abyss of forgotten nightmares. Nevertheless, I believeit advisable to
remember exactly who was on which sideof
the clash between the forces of individualism and collectivism. In the work ofMiche1
Foucault, former Communist Party member
and man’still revered by many, we see the
outlook that in many ways provided the
foundationsfortheperspectiveof theradical
academic in the West. A refusal to face up to
the realities of Communist terror and a hatred of free enterprise characterized the outlook of Western academics of the left up
until the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Foucault’s greatest contribution to
academia was calling truth and reality into
question.As Alexander Nehamasputs it
in his article in The New Republic, the
idea that “conviction prevents us from
seeing that our particular views, habits
and institutions are contingent,” was
absolutely central toFoucault’ s thought.
The notion that everything is contingent, and that there are no “natura1
,facts,” is palatable to Marxists because
it leaves the believer with the feeling
that the existing “social relations” are
not standing on solid ground, that they
are mere products of history, that they
can be- indeed are destined to be-shattered ana then replaced with new
ones.
A second idea often subscribed to
by academics and also pervasive in
Foucault’s thought was that the individual was nothing more than a product
of existing relations of power. In this
way, the left argued that peaceful systems of government were no better than
violent ones, because the very ideas of peace
andviolencewere mere constructions within
the power play. All systcrns of government
were violent, the Marxist left maintained,
some wore a mantel of peacefulness.
Neharnasquotes Foucault exemplifying this
attitude in his declaration that the essential
characteristics of “‘civil peace’ ... shobld

[not] be interpreted except as 8 continuation
ofwar.”In this picture ofreality, democratic
regimes are no more desirable than totalitarian ones; people are mere slaves to whatever
powers prevail no matter what kind of regimethey liveunder. As an extension of this
kind of logic, Foucault would argue in 1975
in Discipline and
Punish that
humanitarian forms of
incarceration were no
more sound
morallythan
systems in which prisoners were physically
tortured; civil society had simply replaced
one form of subordination with another.
Foucauldian logic of this kind was, of
course, bread and water for Western Marx-

ists and even some liberals in the time when
the ideological dispute between the forces of
individualism and collectivism was still rife
and undetermined. Now the old proSoviet
intelIectuals pretend they werewith thegood
guys all along. They should not be let off the
hook SO easily; after all-- truth be known-history tells a far diffqrent story.

When reports came out in the 1970’s
confirming what the political right had been
saying for decades, that the Soviets were
incarcerating perfectly normal people in insane asylums (such as the famous Serbsky
Institute in Moscow) because of their political beliefs, theleftists were busy pointing out

sanity presented in Madness and Civilization, the left rationalized Soviet terror, declaring that ideas of what constituted insanity varied fromculture to culture, and saying
that no particular culture could fairly assert
its perceptions as universally correct.
By what right did the West, relativist
radicals asked, impose its definition of
insanity on the Soviets?
From
thel950’s to the1980’s,itbecamemore
and more difficult to continue pretending that life under collectivist regimes
was the utopia it had been made out to
be. Any one who wanted to leave the
West was free to; the Eastern Bloc, by
contrast, was literally onegigantic prison.
This simple difference between West
and East suggested to common people
that the propaganda about how the
massesbenefited fromcollechvismwas
pure mythology. Yet the radicals continued to cling to their rusty old ideology, uttering rjoucaldian platitudes, insisting that freedom itself was a fiction,
and arguing that Westerriers were being
ethnocentric when they placed such
strong emphasis on the freedom toleave
a country. It must be admitted that one
could always find a small minority of intellectuals who would quietly point out that
relativism of the “everything is contingent”
strain, if applied consistently, had nopoljtjcal ramifications. The dominant tendency,
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massive anti-war demonstrations and claim- philosophical perspectives of the contempodrawing political conclusions from
rary radical. Today’s Foucauldian ilflawed philosophical premises.
liberal leftists tend to be more conAs late as the 1980’s,revisionists
cerned with the rigid ideological catwere rewriting history, denying and
egories of “left” and “right” than with
minimizing the atrocities incurred by
real
human feelings or suffering. Thus,
Stalin on the Russian people, and still
they
are willing to turn their backs on
talking about the Soviet Union as if it
Paul
de Man because he collaborated
Communist
regime.
were a democratic regime. Quasiwith
theNazis,
butthey nevercondemn
Foucaldian rhetoric concerning- the nethose
who
worked
to bring totalitarian
cessity of explaining “the Russians” as prodCommunism
to
the
West.
(As a tangential
ing
that
Reagan
and
other
conservatives
ucts of their history rather than criticizing
point,
it
is
a
fact
worth
consideration
that the
were
war
mongers.
They
did
everything
in
collectivism was commonplace among academics. “Russians are just different from their power to leave Western Europe vulner- intellectual right is not guilty of theopposite,
Westerners,” supposedly enlightened intel- able to the Soviets. “We’re no better than the it denounces both t h e fascists and the Comlectuals would exclaim, “they have a differ- Communists,” was the prevailing attitude munists.)
Beware of the contingency rhetoricians
ent culture, a different history, a different among leftistintellectuals in the West.Luckand
demagogues,
because they so often emand
the
world
is
a
better
ily,
the
radicals
lost
perspective ....” This kind of rhetoric was
ploy
their
skewed
logicin
the rationalization
place
today
because
of
it.
But
never
forget
nothing less than an apologyfora backward,
of
terror.
Remember
that
today’s angry
what
they
have
shown
themselves
to
be.
Full
authoritarian, Communistregime.In spiteof
all those left wing banalities about “the of all that anti-objectivist steam, destitute of critics of the “bourgeois regime” are so often
Russians,” clearly portrayed in dissident any moral conviction, the modern radicals yesterday’s apologists for Stalin’s mass
Vladirnir Bukovsky’s To Choose Freedom, have run this way and that, ever-aligning murders. Whether they are applying the
label of “fascist” to Solzhenitsyn and others
the common people in America smartened themselves with the powers that be.
Nowadays, of course, the “everything i s who exposed the Communists for what they
up in 1980 and elected Ronald Reagan,
swom enemy of the Soviets and the Evil contingent, therefore we should all be Marx- were or “problematizing all our arbitrary
Empire. In 1983 the Communists deployed ists”intel1ectuals are a virtually extinct breed, constructions,” ignore the Foucaldian contheir new missiles with the intention of con- Yetit isnotquiterighttosuggestthattheyare tingency radicals. Outside of the universiverting Western European countries into finished; rather, they have mutated. Today, ties, no one ever took them seriously; and if
Soviet satellites. Reagan encouraged NATO their reasoning runs more along the lines of people had, we would probably now live
to allow the United States to deploy their “everythingis contingent, therefore we should under a very, very different political regime.
Pershing missiles in response. Angry dis- have public medicine and federal daycare
putes concerningwhat courseofaction should instituted overnight ,” or therefore any numMr. Mollow is a junior majoring in History.
be taken broke out in every major Western berof changes that can be implemented only

“Chutzpa, “fromp.19
on the part of Jerusalem.
The deportations, in fact, have caused
thePLO to breakoff the peace talks. Clearly,
Israel has digressed from attaining its goal of
Palestinian recognition of a Jewish state.
Israel would be wiser to reach an agreement
with the PLO to strengthen its position in the
Middle East. With thenegotiations now at a
stalemate, Israel has boththePLO and Hamas
as its enemies.
Inaddition, by accusing theunited States
of advocating Hamas military activism, Is-

rael jeopardizes the strong alliance that it
desperately needs. TheU.S. has beenIsrael’s
strongest and most consistent supporter for
the past twenty years. To question its support, especially while peace talks are still in
progress, takes agreat deal of political nerve.
Recently, Secretary of State Warren Christopher visited several Arab nations in an
attempt to resume the Middle East peace
talks. Should Israel continue to display such
political contempt by making accusations
against the US., its solid relationship with
the world’s only remaining superpower will
begin to deteriorate.
Israel’s overly defensive actions could
not have occurred at a worse time. With

negotiations for aMiddle Eastern settlement
underway, it has halted the progress James
Baker so carefully constructed. Israel only
worsened its situation by making the bold
charges that it did against the United States.
Perhaps the Israeli government should start
exercising some political caution rather than
political gall if it wants to improve its relations with its Middle Eastern neighbors.
Mr. Seltzer is a freshman majoring in
Biology.
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
M y brother is the coolest person in the world,
next to me.
--Lowell Reiter

vyou can talk with the crowds and keep your
virtue,
Or walk with Kings - nor lose the common touch.
--Rudyard Kipling
Bang, bang, bang, bang...freeze.
--JohnJenke,onthemottooftheLosAngeles
Police
Opportunitymeans nothing if it doesn’t include

the right to be unequal.

--Margaret Thatcher
It is better to sntffFrench dung for a while than
to eat China’s all our lives.
--Ho Chi Minh
Tragedy is when I cut myfinger, comedy is when
you walk into an open sewer and die.
--Me1Brooks
They who drink beer will think beer.
--Washington Irving
As President Clinton steps up to the plate in his
efort to drive his latest nominee for Attorney
General home, the count is two strikes and no
balls.
--Reed Imine and Joseph C. Gouldon
The only guy who needs a bodyguard is a liar, a
cheat, or one who betraysfriendship.
--Jimmy Hoffa
Behold! Esau my brother is a hairy man.
--The Bible
Cousens Gym - one of the best indoor facilities
around.
--Jumbos Baseball Flyer
The one pervading evil of democracy is the
tyranny of the majority.
--Lord Acton
In general, feminists rarely read or fondle
anything whatsoever except otherfeminists.
--George Gilder

Good laws derivefrom evil habits.
--Macrobius
It iswellthat warisso terribleorweshouldgrow
too fond of it.
--Robert E. Lee
Liberals are radicals with assets.
--Roger Rosenblatt
The first requisite of a good citizen in this
Republic of ours is that he shall be able and
willing to pull his own weight.
--Teddy Roosevelt
When I was a boy growing up in India I was told
that in the United States anyone could become
president, Until this past election, I took this
metaphorically.
--Dinesh D’Souza

It’s OK to make money, It’s a good thing. YOUgo
to heaven ifyou do it.
--Ivan Boesky
Leeze me on drink! it gi’es us mair
Than either school or college.
--Robert Burns
Government, like dress, is the badge of lost
innocence: the palaces of kings are built upon
the ruins of the bowers of paradise.
--Thomas Paine
Sometimes we have only tofart to stir Americans
into moving a battleship or two or even a whole
fleet.
--Ma0 Tse-Tung

The public be damned!
--William Henry Vanderbilt

The political complexion of the student body
tends to be liberal, but remains solidly more
mainstream than the faculty.
--The Common Sense Guide to Americ:an
Colleges, on Tufts University

Everyone who is incapableof learning has taken
to teaching.
--Oscar Wilde

Let us have wine and women, mirth and laughr’er,
sermons and soda-water the day after.
--Lord Byron

The environmental movement has, I’m afraid,
discovereda unifying agent, a devil, a,.. (Ican’t
say “scapegoat.” Scapegoats are probably an
endangered species. Besides, all animals are
innocent, noble, upright, honest, fair in their
dealings, and have a great sense of humor.)
- 2 . J . O’Rourke

The reasonable manadapts himselfto the wor
the unreasonable one persists in trying to ad,
the world to himse&..
--George Bernard Shaw

The discipline of colleges and universities is in
general contrived, not for the benefit of the
students, but for the interest, or more properly
speaking, for the ease of the masters.
--Adam Smith
A bigot is someone who is winning an argument
with a liberal.
--Rush Limbaugh

Ifrou want apicture of thefuture, imagine ab’oot
stamping on a human face-- forever.
--George Orwell
Indeed I tremble for my country when I reflect
that God is just.
--Thomas Jefferson
It is a good thingf o r an uneducated man to read
books of quotations.
--Winston Churchill

Term, holidays, term, holidays, till we leave
school, and then work, work, work till we die.
--C.S. Lewis

We know the world is glorious and the goal a
golden thing and that God is not censorious
when his children have theirfling.
--Tufts Stein Song

In order to uphold the idea of communism the
idea ofpac@sm was conceived.
-- W.A. Criswell

When I consider how my life is spent,
I hardly ever repent.

-- Ogden Nash

